Questionnaire on current data transfer solutions
Designed for Domains that are connected to the AIB Hub

This questionnaire is aimed at establishing an overview of how GOs are currently transferred between Member States. The RE-DISS team is kindly asking you to fulfil this questionnaire. The results will be used to establish what technical solutions are available and acceptable to the different parties.

Part I Imports of GOs

1. Have you already imported GOs from another registry?
   - Yes □  go to Q2
   - No □  go to Q12

2. Have you already imported GOs from registries without using the AIB Hub?
   - Yes □  go to Q3
   - No □  go to Q12

3. How did you proceed most often? (only one answer)
   - Ex-Domain cancellation and import of cancellation statement, which can be used directly for disclosure □
   - Manual import of information into registry from PDF □
   - Manual import of information into registry from datafile □
   - Semi automatic import of information into registry from datafile (e.g. csv) □
   - Other: please specify:

4. Could you explain the procedure in detail?

5. How was information provided to you?
   - Information “officially” provided by the exporting Competent Authority □
   - Information directly from trading parties □
6. If any, what security measures were taken to verify that the details of the imported GOs were transferred correctly?

7. What were the contents of the data transferred?
   - the energy source from which the energy was produced
   - the start and end dates of production
   - whether it relates to electricity or heating and cooling
   - the identity of the installation where the energy was produced
   - the location of the installation where the energy was produced
   - the type and capacity of the installation where the energy was produced
   - whether and to what extent the installation has benefited from investment support, whether and to what extent the unit of energy has benefited in any other way from a national support scheme, and the type of support scheme
   - the date on which the installation became operational
   - the date and country of issue and a unique identification number
   - Additional contents
     Please specify:

8. What were, if any, the most important technical conditions for the exporter to fulfil for your organisation to accept the data transfer?

9. Please state in a few words what are, according to you, the pros and cons of the procedure you used?

   PROs

   CONS
10. Please state below, if relevant, which other procedure(s) you used besides the one mentioned in Q3:

- Ex-Domain cancellation and import of cancellation statement, which can be used directly for disclosure
- Manual import of information into registry from PDF
- Manual import of information into registry from datafile
- Semi automatic import of information into registry from datafile (e.g. csv)
- Other: please specify:

11. Why did you need to use these alternative procedure(s)?

12. Do you plan to import GOs that will not be transferred through the AIB hub in the future?
   Yes  ☐  go to Q13
   No  ☐  go to Q16

13. How do you plan to import them technically speaking, or what would be acceptable for you? (several answers allowed)

   - Ex-Domain cancellation and import of cancellation statement, which can be used directly for disclosure
   - Manual import of information into registry from PDF
   - Manual import of information into registry from datafile
   - Semi automatic import of information into registry from datafile (e.g. csv)
   - Other: please specify:

14. What are the most important technical conditions for the exporter to fulfil for your organisation to accept the data transfer?
15. What should the contents of the transferred data be?

- the energy source from which the energy was produced 
- the start and end dates of production 
- whether it relates to electricity or heating and cooling 
- the identity of the installation where the energy was produced 
- the location of the installation where the energy was produced 
- the type and capacity of the installation where the energy was produced 
- whether and to what extent the installation has benefited from investment support, whether and to what extent the unit of energy has benefited in any other way from a national support scheme, and the type of support scheme 
- the date on which the installation became operational 
- the date and country of issue and a unique identification number 
- Additional contents

Please specify:

16. In case no imports are foreseen in the future, why are there no such plans?

- No requests from market players 
- Not technically possible to import and no plan to change registry 
- Processes not reliable enough 
- Plan to change registry and import in new registry 

Part II exports of GOs

17. Have you already exported GOs from your registry without using the AIB Hub?

- Yes  go to Q18 
- No  go to Q23 

18. How did you proceed most often? (only one answer)

- Ex-Domain cancellation and export of cancellation statement, which can be used directly for disclosure 
- Manual export of information from registry into PDF 
- Manual export of information from registry to datafile 
- Semi automatic import of information into registry from datafile (e.g. csv) 
- Other: please specify:
19. Could you explain the procedure in detail?

20. What means of transfer did you use?

- Email
- Encrypted email
- Upload in dedicated website area belonging to importing Competent Authority
- Other: please specify:

21. Whom did you provide the data containing the information on GOs to?

- Information "officially" provided to the importing Competent Authority
- Information directly to trading parties

22. What were the contents of the data transferred?

- the energy source from which the energy was produced
- the start and end dates of production
- whether it relates to electricity or heating and cooling
- the identity of the installation where the energy was produced
- the location of the installation where the energy was produced
- the type and capacity of the installation where the energy was produced
- whether and to what extent the installation has benefited from investment support, whether and to what extent the unit of energy has benefited in any other way from a national support scheme, and the type of support scheme
- the date on which the installation became operational
- the date and country of issue and a unique identification number
- Additional contents
  Please specify:

23. Do you plan to export GOs that will not be transferred through the AIB hub in the future?

Yes  ☐  go to Q24
No    ☐  go to Q27
24. How do you plan to export them technically speaking, or what would be acceptable for you? (several answers allowed)

- Ex-Domain cancellation and export of cancellation statement, which can be used directly for disclosure
- Manual export of information from registry into PDF
- Manual export of information from registry to datafile
- Semi automatic import of information into registry from datafile (e.g. csv)
- Other: please specify:

25. What should the contents of the transferred data be?

- the energy source from which the energy was produced
- the start and end dates of production
- whether it relates to electricity or heating and cooling
- the identity of the installation where the energy was produced
- the location of the installation where the energy was produced
- the type and capacity of the installation where the energy was produced
- whether and to what extent the installation has benefited from investment support, whether and to what extent the unit of energy has benefited in any other way from a national support scheme, and the type of support scheme
- the date on which the installation became operational
- the date and country of issue and a unique identification number
- Additional contents

Please specify:

26. What means of transfer do you intend to use?

- Email
- Encrypted email
- Upload in dedicated website area belonging to importing Competent Authority
- Other: please specify:

27. In case no exports are foreseen in the future, why are there no such plans?

- No requests from market players
- Not technically possible to export and no plan to change registry
- Processes not reliable enough
- Plan to change registry and export from new registry

Thank you very much for your participation!
Please indicate whether the answers to this questionnaire should remain confidential.

- Yes  
- No  

Which questions: